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It is time to look at possible crazy tin-foil hat conspiracy theories that involve other current events. The
extraordinary comments, attributed to a Russian intelligence source, appeared in the Moskovsky Komsomolets
newspaper. The source told the paper: Here is our round up of the top 13 conspiracy theories so far. According
to The Daily Star, Moskovsky Komsomolets also claims the passengers have been divided into seven groups
and are living in mud huts with almost no food. Twenty Asian passengers were said to have been smuggled
into a bunker in Pakistan So, according to this rumor, a well financed, large and extremely well organized and
disciplined terrorist organization now has possession of a Boeing ER commercial passenger aircraft with a
range of 5, to 9, nautical miles 9, to 17, km. Moreover, the terrorist organization in question has the
sophisticated knowledge and tactical ability to fly said aircraft through multiple layers of controlled airspace.
Let us depart for a moment from this terrorist organization to cast our gaze on another well financed, large and
extremely well organized and disciplined terrorist organization. Did we miss the al-Qaeda convention? AQAP
recently held a large meeting somewhere in south Yemen despite US drone warfare targeting the network in
that region, and published the video on jihadi websites to emphasize their success. A new video shows what
looks like the largest and most dangerous gathering of al Qaeda in years. But in the video, he looks
unconcerned that he could be hit by an American drone. The video started appearing on jihadist websites
recently, drawing the attention of U. Did the US know about this ahead of time? If they did, they must have
either had difficulty arranging the logistics of an attack â€” or perhaps had other assets in place for other
reasons. Concerns last summer about a plot, discovered in part through intercepts of communications between
Mr. Wuhayshi and al Qaeda leader Ayman al-Zawahiri, prompted the U. Raise your hand if you see anything
disturbing about this event? If at once you fail to succeed, try try againâ€¦ So, according to this rumor, a well
financed, large and extremely well organized and disciplined terrorist organization now has possession of a
Boeing ER commercial passenger aircraft with a range of 5, to 9, nautical miles 9, to 17, km. Try try againâ€¦
The video shows al-Wuhayshi addressing more than fighters somewhere within Yemen, Cruickshank said, a
restive nation on the southwestern portion of the Arabian Peninsula. A terrorist organization capable of
bringing together or more of the worlds most dangerous and prominent terrorists organizes and pulls off a
clandestine meeting that none of the worlds intelligence agencies know about until after the fact. This shortly
after a Malaysian ER disappears, presumable crashing into the ocean somewhere, though no wreckage of it
has to date been found. Suggesting that the Malaysian ER is still intact and fully functional. Nope, nothing to
see here, move alongâ€¦ Advertisements.
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A political and religious culture which cannot help but see the survival of a Jewish state in the region as a
badge of humiliation and failure takes comfort in exaggerated ideas about Jewish power. In the world in which
he lives, this is like saying that the sun rises in the east. It is a cliche, not a smear. The Arab world will never
prosper, and real peace in the Middle East will never come, until the mental disorder represented by
anti-Semitism heals. There must be a prime mover seeking to further its own agenda through operations that
have grown increasingly sophisticated. Israel was planted in the heart of this region to drive them mad and
warp their consciousness, and despotic governments were created to force them to love Israel. But the Arab
people cannot be made to love their supposed masters â€” the West and Israel â€” and they rebelled when the
punishment for their refusal to do so despotic governments proved too harsh and iniquitous. The Muslim
Brothers stepped in to save the day in Egypt; they would convert the Muslims to another more moderate?
Islam and the intelligence authorities that count every breath people take would be given a new name, in
deference to and in honour of the faith. Butâ€¦ The revolution continues. The Arabs have reached the point of
no return. They can no longer accept having policies imposed on them against their will. Neoliberalism, by
whatever guise or name it takes, is now the instrument of choice for defusing the revolution. Accordingly,
Egypt must pawn its assets, including the Suez Canal, in keeping with the dictates of the World Bank and
IMF, if it is to receive financial aid. All you have to do is sell your belongings and love Israel in order to gain
favour in the current international imperialist order. The Arab revolution that began in spread throughout the
Arab world at once, as though the Arabs have a single united will. However, if such a single will exists, it
must not be translated politically in institutionalised forms, such as unity in a federated system that would
enable the Arabs to become strong and give them a sense of meaning and direction. The masters of the
imperialist order cannot allow this to happen at all costs. Arab countries are sitting on too much oil. It follows
that terrorism must loom in equal abundance, or that while international negotiations, agreements and
arrangements are put into place around oil rich Arab countries, terrorism continues to lurk in nearby
surroundings and rears its head on occasion. This is how Mali becomes a theatre of war.
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Our dilemma is rooted in the history of Snow White. IT was the middle of winter, and the snowflakes were
falling from the sky like feathers. Now, a Queen sat sewing at a window framed in black ebony, and as she
sewed she looked out upon the snow. Suddenly she pricked her finger and three drops of blood fell on to the
snow. And the red looked so lovely on the white that she thought to herself: But when the child was born the
Queen died. A year after the King took another wife. She was a handsome woman, but proud and overbearing,
and could not endure that any one should surpass her in beauty. She had a magic looking-glass, and when she
stood before it and looked at herself she used to say: After a year the King married again. She possessed a
magic mirror, and when she used to stand before it gazing at her own reflection and ask: Of all the ladies in the
land, Who is fairest, tell me, who? The oft-quoted line in the movie is remembered as: Recent examples
include everything from Star Trek to the movie starring Julia Roberts, and beyond. That phrase originated with
the fairy tale published and popularized in the 19th century. Thanks to five years of reader input â€” and
thousands of great anecdotes and theories â€” we can see that something is going on. Media errors, bias, and
propaganda exist. In my opinion, many â€” perhaps most â€” of those alternate events happenedâ€¦ just not in
this reality. We may be sliding from one reality to another. And, other explanations may emerge. I also believe
that the Snow White conundrum is an example of why we now need to look for patterns. We need to study
hard data points to see what emerges. It is a capital mistake to theorize before one has data. Insensibly one
begins to twist facts to suit theories, instead of theories to suit facts. We need more data. Personal insights are
often useful. As of December , we have a significant database of general anecdotes â€” approximately 10,
comments. The most promising breadcrumbs seem to be dates, locations, and markers.
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The rooms use facing mirrors, hanging lights and polka dots to create vistas of infinite regress. As art, it is
perhaps underwhelming â€” an empty spectacle with no real depth, offering upon long inspection nothing
unseen in a glance. It was impossible to tell which one was real, because none of them were. They were all
reflections on the screen. I felt the same sense of vertigo a few days earlier at the Senate Intelligence
Committee hearing into Russian active measures â€” another term for propaganda â€” intended to use the
refracting mirrors of the internet to disrupt our election. Then, as if in a new kind of arms race, we elected a
real reality-show star as president. He explained the strike to the nation in a statement recorded at his country
club. Our country is making one of the most serious decisions possible, and yet, locked in our mirror rooms of
constant conspiracy, we have no way to know what is actually happening. Trump himself has told us not to
trust the intelligence community, and no one has any reason to trust Trump. One town or generation or gender
would join yet another. Then they could switch sides, sometimes mid-battle. Their aims were quite different.
Most understood the war to be part of a process. Not necessarily its most important part. Whatever else the
aims of this attack, the spectacle and confusion are good for Trump and Putin. And bad for the Syrian people
who will continue to die. Those who escape will be denied entry into the U. It is so disorienting, but it all feels
somehow familiar. I was 18 the night we went into the Gulf War in But we were all mesmerized by the
night-vision green missiles flying through doors, popularizing an aesthetic later used to great effect in the
Paris Hilton sex tape. In , we went back to Iraq on the basis of another massive PR campaign. Perhaps the best
way now to know if something is propaganda is when they say it is not. Do we want to take out Assad? At this
moment, nobody knows. But people are lining up behind Trump. He will realize war, the ultimate image
enhancer, is good for him. We have lost all orientation.
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There are some crazy things mirrors can do, including keeping wormholes stable enough to travel through
time. Mirrors and phantom limbs can help us learn about the brain, and mirrors can also allow us to measure
the distance to the Moon. Here are the craziest things about mirrors. The only trouble is that wormholes have a
tendency to collapse, which prevents anything from passing through them. However, help is at hand, with a
simple pair of mirrors. All you need is two uncharged mirrors or metallic plates in a vacuum, placed a few
micrometers apartâ€”make sure there is no external electromagnetic field. Now comes the Casimir effect ,
which is a physical force arising from a quantized field between the two mirrors. This quantum
electrodynamic force produces a mass-negative region of space-time between the mirrors, which could
stabilize a wormhole, and allow faster-than-light travel. This effectively superimposed the reflection of the
intact hand onto the side of the phantom limb, so thatâ€”to the patientâ€”it looked like they had both hands.
Weirdly, when the intact hand was moved, the patient felt the same movement in the phantom handâ€”even if
the hand had been missing, and no movement had been felt for more than 10 years. When the intact hand was
touched, the patient also felt the sensation in the phantom limb. By repeating the procedure several times,
some patients felt their phantom limb disappear. Scientists think this effect is due to the plasticity in the brain,
and the way it creates new neural pathways after losing a limb. They also think that there is a strong
connection between vision and touch in the brain. Try it for yourself. Sit in a darkened room, about a meter 3
ft away from a mirror, and gaze at the reflection of your face for about 10 minutes. Keep the lighting as dark
as you can, while still being able to see your reflection. At first, you will find that there are small distortions in
your face in the mirror. Some people see a series of other faces, or even fantastical monsters or beings staring
back, and others see animal faces. It is a dissociative state that scientists are studying, in order to try and
understand our sense of self and identity. Most of us take it for granted that we will recognize ourselves in a
mirror. Yet, it seems that not everyone can pass the mirror mark test for self-recognition. Scientists use a
method of marking the face or body, then observing what the subject does in front of a mirror, to test for signs
that they recognize themselves and try to rub off the mark. Children usually develop mirror self-recognition by
24 months of age. However, when researchers tested non-Western childrenâ€”in countries like Fiji and
Kenyaâ€”these children failed to pass the test even at six years of age. But this is not a sign that they lack the
ability to separate themselves psychologically from other humans. Rather, it is a cultural difference in the use
of mirrors, and a problem with the effectiveness of the mirror test. These children showed freezing behavior
when confronted with their own reflection, indicating that they did understand that the reflection was
themselves, not somebody else. Could that mean that certain animals are able to pass a different test for
recognizing their own reflection? Some researchers think so. For example, some elephants failed the marking
method for mirror self-recognition, but showed obvious self-recognition behaviors, such as repetitive
movements that showed a connection to their reflection. Gorillas also failed the test, and were thought not to
have mirror self-recognition. However, gorillas are easily embarrassedâ€”eye contact is very important in
gorilla societiesâ€”and after looking at their reflection, they tend to go off somewhere private to remove the
marks they saw in the mirror. They are now accepted as having mirror self-recognition. The arguments are
flying as to the effectiveness of the marking method, and it could be that many other species are much more
self-aware than we give them credit for. Animals that pass the traditional mirror self-recognition test include
chimpanzees, orangutans, bonobos, gorillas, elephants, bottlenose dolphins, killer whales, and European
magpies. Claudioatlares The Moon is, on average, , kilometers , mi away from us on Earth. We know this so
accurately thanks to mirrors. The distance to the moon varies , because of its elliptical orbit around the Earth.
At its closest, known as perigee, it is only , kilometers , mi away. At apogee, the most distant, it is , kilometers
, mil away from us. The Laser Ranging Retroreflector was left on the Moon by Apollo astronauts, and is used
to calculate the distance from the Earth to the Moon. It is essentially a series of corner-cube reflectorsâ€”a
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special type of mirrorâ€”which reflect a laser beam back in the direction it came from. These laser beams are
aimed at the Moon from large telescopes on Earth, and their reflected light allows scientists to calculate the
distance to the Moon with an accuracy of up to just 3 centimeters 1. Not only can the Laser Ranging
Retroreflector measure the distance from the Earth to the Moon, but it has improved our knowledge of the
Moon. Paul Russon Mirrors are not just for gazing at your reflection. Mirrors can actually reflect sound as
well as light. This was before the development of radar. Several were built around the coast of Britain, and are
still standing todayâ€”the most famous ones are at Denge, near Dungeness, Kent. There is no public access to
them, but they can be seen on a special guided walk. The only sound mirror outside of Britain is also one of
the biggest: They use electromagnetic fields to reflect neutral atoms, although some just use silicon water. The
reflection from an atomic mirror is essentially a quantum reflection of a wave of matter, and works for
reflecting neutral atoms that are moving slowly. These atoms are basically repelled from the surface of the
mirror. This can be used to trap slow atoms, or to focus an atomic beam. Atomic mirrors work better if they
are ridged, because of the larger wavelengths of matter compared to minute photons of light. What you see is
the left-hand side of your face on the left of the mirror, and the right-hand side on the right, giving the illusion
that your reflection is reversed. It allowed the user to see their reflection as others saw them â€”primarily for
applying cosmetics. A true mirror gives you a 3-D reflection , which moves as you do, rather than giving you
the flattish image you get in an ordinary mirror. It allows you to see yourself as the world sees you. Try it if
you dare. Many beam splitters use mirrors, and are commonly used in many scientific instruments , including
telescopes. A basic beam splitter is a cube, made from two glass prisms connected at their base. As a beam of
light hits the beam splitter, half of it continues along its path, and the other half is reflected at a 90 degree
angle. There are various versions of the beam splitter that try to reduce the loss of light, but this is the basis of
a beam splitter. It turns out that mirrors are amazingly versatileâ€”who knew? Dr Ruth Searle is a marine
biologist with a PhD in humpback whale ecology and behavior. She is also a freelance writer and science nut.
She writes to fund her incurable addiction to swimming with whales. Her research foundation is at:
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Wilderness of Mirrors Did the Watergate scandal hide a secret agenda? No more apt description can be
applied to Watergate, the biggest scandal in U. Only the most basic facts are undisputed, whilst much else is
Hollywood myth-making. The story begins one night in June , when 5 burglars were arrested at the Watergate
building, a large office complex in Washington. The men were apprehended in the offices of the Democratic
National Committee, complete with cameras and bugging devices. The committee had been set up by the
White House to gather dirt on the democratic party ahead of the presidential elections. Whilst there was never
any suggestion President Richard Nixon or his senior aides had ordered the burglary, the mere connection
would be politically disastrous for the administration, and Nixon knew it. The inference would be obvious,
Nixon was after political intelligence about his rivals in the upcoming election. Clearly, if any association at
all could be established to the White House, it would be abundantly clear to the world that Nixon had ordered
the burglary. The inveterately paranoid president had no choice but to order a cover-up. Somewhat ironically,
Nixon easily won the election. When the tapes were finally handed over to investigators, the true extent of the
corruption and cover-up at the White House was revealed. With impeachment proceedings imminent, the
president took the initiative and on August 8th , more than 2 years after the burglary, Richard Nixon became
the first U. President in history to resign. Subsequent hearings would lead to 40 people been sent to jail,
including the 5 burglars, their handlers E Howard Hunt and G Gordon Liddy, senior Nixon aides H. The only
senior figure not to serve time in jail was Nixon himself, who was pardoned by new President Gerald Ford in
This then is the official story of Watergate. There is no doubt that the Nixon presidency skirted with
criminality and ordered a vast cover-up of their connections to the Watergate burglary. But one glaring
question cast a shadow over the whole story. A question of fundamental importance, but one entirely
overlooked by all of the investigations and 40 years of mainstream coverage of the scandal. What was the
reason for the burglary? His office was of no interest to the burglars, indeed they had planted no bugs in the
entire complex. The official story simply made no sense. Nixon leaves the White House for the last time, the
first president ever to resign mid-term Amidst the widespread fervour to convict Nixon, a minority voiced
their doubts. Ironically, Nixon himself, whilst hardly an impartial voice, most astutely articulated these
misgivings in his memoirs. Cubans in surgical gloves bugging theDNC! Was there something wrong with the
official story? The whole thing was so senseless and bungled that it almost looked like some kind of a setup.
Not only was the Watergate burglary nothing to do with bugging the democrats, the perpetrators were almost
entirely made up of former-CIA employees. One of the few concrete pieces of physical evidence in the whole
affair was also revealed â€” a key found on the person of one of the burglars which pointed to the true target
of the operation. But most disturbing of all, Hougan revealed the existence of something dark and insidious.
Amongst the burglars themselves, there was a secret agenda at work. Was there another agenda at work? And
was it designed to destroy Richard Nixon? Evidence for The Burglars One critical, but often overlooked fact
about the Watergate burglars is their close connections with the CIA. Alongside Hunt was G Gordon Liddy.
The ostensible ringleader of the operation, Liddy was the only member of the Watergate 7 to have no
connections to the CIA. Many, including Liddy himself in later years, regard him as an unwitting dupe to the
senior CIA men in the operation â€” Hunt and McCord. With so many ex-CIA men amongst the conspirators,
the clear suspicion is that the Watergate burglary had been infiltrated by a CIA plot of some kind. These
suspicions are deepened by a closer examination of Hunt and McCord. Whilst there, Hunt would continue to
have contacts with the CIA. He would send them secret packages from the White House, supposedly filled
with political gossip. He would also regularly meet senior agency directors, engagements Hunt claimed were
entirely social. The OS was responsible for vetting employees and rooting out moles. They were also deeply
involved in covert surveillance, particularly the gathering of sexual dirt, and McCord was one of their most
experienced agents. His claim to be a mere technician was the first of many lies he told about his role in
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Watergate. President Nixon in the Oval Office with chief advisors H. Haldeman and John D. The evidence,
however, shows the two men had been professionally involved for at least a decade. Tellingly, Ruiz-Williams
recalled how the pair used the same alias. During Watergate, both Hunt and McCord would again use the same
alias. In , testimony from a former landlady showed that McCord and Hunt were running some kind of
entrapment or surveillance operation out of a rented basement apartment, presumably for the Office of
Security. That the pair lied about their long-standing association and their roles in the CIA suggests a sinister
possibility. Under the unwitting nose of G Gordon Liddy, were the pair operating a conspiracy within a
conspiracy? A plot with a secret agenda unknown to, perhaps even against, their ostensible paymasters at the
White House? The Bugs Of all the mysteries surrounding the Watergate affair, by far the most perplexing is
the actual burglary itself. What was its purpose? The ringleader of the operation was G Gordon Liddy. As G
Gordon Liddy himself now acknowledges, this official narrative is not true. There were actually two
Watergate burglaries. The first occurred on May 28th, The bugging equipment found on the Watergate
burglars at their arrest The second burglary on June 17, where the men were caught and arrested, was
supposedly ordered to correct a problem with the bug planted on May 28, and set up other bugs. Despite the
fact McCord was a surveillance expert and had access to near unlimited funds, he chose cheap off the shelf
bugging equipment for the operation. These type of wiretaps were line-of-sight. They could only operate by
placing the receiving equipment in a direct line with the bug. Through windows was OK, but not walls. To this
end, McCord had rented a room in the Howard Johnson motel, directly overlooking the Watergate. But as Jim
Hougan revealed in his seminal book Secret Agenda, astonishingly, there was never any attempt to bug the
Watergate at all. The day before the June 17 burglary the DNC, anticipating that they may be a target for
espionage, had the entire office complex swept for bugs by the phone company, who found nothing. After the
June 17 arrests, the FBI also swept the building, twice, and similarly found nothing. What was so strange
about this was, for three weeks following the first break in, McCord had an employee stationed at the Howard
Johnson hotel transcribing conversations from these nonexistent bugs. Hunt left incriminating evidence
behind, like this address book, for police to find. It has been suggested by some authors that the real target of
the surveillance was not Watergate, but the adjacent Columbia Plaza apartments, the location of an alleged
high-class call girl ring been covertly monitored by the CIA. But whatever obscure agenda James McCord was
working to, it was clearly nothing to do with Richard Nixon or bugging the Democrats. Sabotage The decision
to launch a second assault on the Watergate building on June 17 would lead to the discovery of the plot and
ultimately the downfall of a president. But as Nixon himself so astutely pointed out, this burglary was so
incompetently conducted as to be unbelievable. Would they really be caught red handed executing a simple
break in? An unsettling suspicion rears its head. Did some members of the team deliberately ensure the plot
was discovered? Was the burglary sabotaged from within, perhaps even to set-up Nixon for a fall? A 20 year
veteran of clandestine CIA operations, Hunt made the unbelievable decision to leave a briefcase full of
incriminating documents in one of the Cuban burglars hotel rooms at the Watergate. The documents, including
an address book, linked the Cubans directly to Hunt and the White House. Equally bizarrely, Hunt instructed
the men to take their hotel keys with them to the burglary, guaranteeing Nixon would be implicated if they
were caught. In his role as lookout, he failed to notify his cohorts that the coast was clear at the DNC offices
for almost an hour. Had he done so, they likely would not have been caught and the Watergate scandal would
never have occurred. Instead, McCord, from his vantage point at the opposite Howard Johnson hotel, told his
colleague the building was still occupied, which was a lie. But that was only the beginning of his duplicity.
McCord was also tasked with placing tape over the locks of the stairwell doors at the Watergate to ease the
passage of the burglars. He chose to do so in a way that would ensure their discovery. Instead of taping them
vertically, on the inside edge of the door, where the tape would not be visible to guards, he did so horizontally,
across the front face of the door, in a way which would clearly noticed. The conclusion that McCord was
determined the taped doors would be discovered by guards is unavoidable. He taped doors two floors up from
the DNC, at the offices of the Federal Reserve, where he knew the guards were more vigilant. Suspicious, but
unsure what to do, Willis stalled for over an hour whilst he consulted colleagues about the situation. The
Watergate security duty log shows that Frank Willis called the police at 1: It was here that McCord made his
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most egregious act of sabotage. Having prompted his colleagues to continue the burglary, he re-taped the
doors. This, more than anything, ensured their capture. The police were called. The men were caught.
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In a safe house in France, in , the young wife of a top American agent has just given birth when masked operatives burst
into the delivery room, slaughtering all the adults and kidnapping the infant.
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